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Notes

I This includes about 9 000 students following programmes below the bachelor,s level (ISCED 5),
educated in vocational colleges Qfagskole), which are not considered part ofthe highei educatiol
system.

2 A wider discussion of the topics covered in this note, as well as many other topics spanning the
resourcing, missions and performance ofhigher education can be found in the synthesir."poñ fnt
the project in (OECD, 2019pù.

3 The minister for higher education and research in Norway is responsible ftlr higher education
from the bachelor's level (ISCED 6) to the doctoral level (ISCED g).

Approximately 85% of higher education students were enrolled in public institutions in2016
5 Two-year vocational college education programmes (fagskote).

6 Countries that participated in PIAAC in either 2012 or 2015.
7 The correlation coefficient of the two series as presented in Figure l2.ll is -0.22.
8 The assumptions are used to estimate suitable multipliers for the projected attainment time series.
For example, iterating a cumulative increase in the entry rate of I percentage point per year
between 2018'2028 on a standard set of test data indicates that attainment would start to be
impacted fitom202l, and attainment levels would eventually increase by 9.3o/o over the baseline
level by 2030, once the time lag to acquire a qualification and the ratãs of non-completion are
taken into account.
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reading. Crucially, Norway has one of the widest gaps in expectation of 15 year-olds to

çon1ptãæ higher educatioó as recorded in PISA 2015;71% of girls expected to obtain-a

highlr qualiîcation, compared to just 52Yo of boys, one 
-"-f tt.largest gaps in the 57

pu?i"ipåting countries (Bórgonovi' Ferrara and Maghnouj, 2018121)'

Tackling the completion gap between genders will therefore require poligy responses that

u.Àin rnî.n earliår in the"lifecycle. Fõr Norway, policy responses could include school-

based initiatives, creating strónger national visititity on the issue of gender gaps in

outcomes to encourage ,ão." ."õur"h, and strenglhening policy evaluation mechanisms

(Borgonovi, Ferrara ãnd Maghnouj, 2018p)-. Norway recently submitted a Green Paper

òn gãnd., differences in patñways anA resutts to address gender equity issues ar]sinq at

lower levels of education, which also includes some policy recommendations related to

access in higher educatioí (Norwegian Ministry of Education and Research, 2019t:ol)'

Supporting fi rst-generation students

First-generation or first-in-family students (those who do not have an immediate family

member who has attended highðr education) face additional hurdles to completion over

unJ Uryona financial constraints. For example, t!.y ÎuI be less likely to understand

"*p.ãiátionr 
of teaching staff and what is required of higher education students, and be

tess titety to have u*ul."n"r, of the career advice and other services available to them

(collier and Morgan, zoogp,l; Pasero, 2O18pa). Identifying the specific challenges faced

ùy nrrt-g"n.ratioî students ãnd providing support mechanisms designed to overcome

these challenges can help increaseìhe retention-ofthese students in higher education'

Most programmes designed to provide additional assistance to first-generation students

ur. o.gunlr.d at the iãstitutionat level, and include supports ranging from specialist

,uppoñ staff to extra advice sessions for first-in-family students' However, governments

can incentivise institutiáns to provide assistance in a number of ways, such as providing

targeted financial contributions, considering the student supports available as part ofthe

assîssment of institutional performance, or funding research to identi$ the most

p.o-iring types of interventións. For example, in the ÙK, the government has created a

lstuaent"Oþportunity" fund available to institutions, which is intended to be used

,p.rin.*ty ïn wideiing participation and completion from .$oups who are more likely

not to achíeve study sucóeis (European Commission, 201St¡sl)'
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Norway's policy responses to date have focused on providing incentives to both students
and institutions to stimulate quicker completion of studies, such as an ability for students
to convert a portion of their student loan into a grant if they complete quickly, and
including completion rates as an indicator in the funding formula foi ngnér edúcation
institutions. However, these initiatives so far appear to not have achieved the desired level
of improvement (Koutsogeorgopoulou, 2016tzgù, The wide variety of contributing factors
indicated in Figure 12.23 could indicate the need for a more multi-dimensional policy
framework that extends beyond the provision of financial incentives.

One of the key policy responses tn recent years to improving completion has been to
strengthen student social support peer the transition higherand mentoring during into

the duration of their studies. A
across the OECD, including programmes provide mentoring duringthat

first year of study from senlor students and specialist counsellors (oECD, 20 8 r1)more

education and
are IN the

However, universal social supports could be further supplemented with specific initiatives
that provide additional focus on certain groups who are more at risk of åisengaging from
the system, such as, in the Norwegian case, older students, males and stùdãnts- from
families with lower levels of parental education.

Understanding non-completion of older students

The higher prevalence of non-completion of older students in Norway does not appear to
have a clear explanation or be as well researched as non-completion for other gióups of
students. Common identified baniers to non-completion fòr older studentJ inôlude
financial constraints or balancing attendance in higher education with other personal
commitments, such as caring for children or elderly relatives.

Norway has a long-standing policy of ensuring that older students are able to access
higher education, through the use of quotas and altemative access arrangements for
students who do not meet the traditional entry requirements (see Chapter iof (OECD,
2019pù). Furthermore, institutions can be more selective in admissions to high-demaná
courses, while they accept all eligible applicants to low-demand courses. This could
create a situation where older students are disproportionately represented in less desirable
or less labour market-relevant programmes, or fields of study where there are fewer
incentives to complete.

The large share of non-completion in Norway has also been linked to the intentions of the
older cohort only to study specific subjects and not pursue a qualification; Norway,s
continuing education system should be able to play a more prominent role in meeting ihe
needs of students who do not intend to pursue a full qualifüation. Norway already ñas a
well-developed continuing education system, which allows students to pursue individual
courses on a non-credit or credit basis and count credits achieved towards a degree (see
Chapter 7 of (OECD, 2019pù). Norway could conduct some further investigatiõn oithe
objectives ofolder students when accessing higher education, to inform hori they could
most efficiently be realised.

Closing the gap between male and female students

The completion gap between male and female students is the culmination of a series of
achievement and attitudinal gaps that open up at earlier education levels in Norway. For
gxaTplg, .in Norway,_ 15 year-old girls have higher career ambitions, and boys
(particularly boys of lower socio-economic status) make much slower progr"., in

BENCHMARKING HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE @ OECD 2OI9
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A. Time to complete highor education bacheloFô

programmes, by cohoft

r Completed withln 3 yêarg s Completed within 5 yeaß

r Dropped out ¡other

2009-2014 2010-2015 2011-2016 2012-2017

Females

B. ComÞletion rates of 2008 new entrants cohort' 2016' by

Parental educat¡on

¡Other
r Did not comDlete higher education

!Completed á bachelols or short'cycle pr0gramfne

Uppersecondary Bachelols or short- Masteis or doctoral

cycle programme qualification

0-20 yeaß 21-24years 25-29 Yeaß 30-39 yeaß 40 Yeaß or
older

Theon-timecompletionrateformalesisalmostl0percentagg|9iÍ.lowerthanthatof
females for bachelor', i.uãiìuulirtcations (44Yo, compared to 53o/o fot females)' and one-

quarter of males event;;ity ä-p åri 
"f 

their pôgrapmeJhe probability of completing

education is also h.""ily'i.i;"ãio ug. ortrre Jtudent' For example' less than-half of

students aged over 30 entering a 5-year master's programme are.able to complete the

progrcmme within ? y.¿,"5,-¿|dïor.ihun 40% of them-<lrop out entirely (Figure 12'23)'

Furthermore, there is a strong relationship between the probability of dropping out and

the educational attainment oistudents' parents. In the 2-008 cohort of entrants' students

whose parents ¿i¿ notîäul;pp* ,..onäury education were more than twice as likely to

drop out of education 
"ãr"p.iJ¿ 

t" r,{1t whose parents had attained a short-cycle or

bu"'h"lor' t level qualification (Fi gure 12'23)'

Figure 12.23. compr*.'*::il:::iJ,l;:ï,t Hîî:?iil"îi,"t""ut 
bv entrv cohort and
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C' Time to complete highereducat¡on bachelo/s

Programmes, 2012'2017, bY sex
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Source:AdaptedfromstatisticsNorway(2019121¡),StatBankNorwa¡www.ssb.no/en/statbank.

sxaxLín k s¡=øp https://doi'ord10' 1787/888933943533

Recent 
'ECD 

analysis identifies a number of factors underlying Norway's. low

completion ,ut.r, inj,i¿;;lË ;ility. of non-completing students to still achieve

employment in the ,.'ÃrJ" lator' market without å quutin"ution, the low cost of

participation, inadequaie rut"t' guidance a1f the p'"ttn"è o{a.laree older cohort which

may not be interesteåï;;;;"t"g u quaincutioi to 
"o*pletion, 

but instead may be
'i.tJt"J¿ 

only in studying å particular subject (OE'CD' 2018¡11)'
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y.ears, including Australi4 where the policy targets completion as well as access
(Box 12.3).

In terms of equify policy design, Norway could also take inspiration from a national
example. The Norwegian national strategy to reduce social håalth inequalities, which
began in 2007, has been positively recógnised internationally for its 

-compreiensive

nature' The strategy developed a suite of interventions covering áifferent aspectì of health
inequalities and associated national targets (Norwegian naiiistry of Health and Care
Services, 2007¡zz). Notable features include a cross-sãctoral appróach which embeds the
objectives of the strategy into a number of ministries and areas^óf policies, and an ethic of
"propottional universalism", which combines the provision of universal benefits with the
recognition that additional efforts should also be directed towards the most vulnerable
$oups in society (Van der Wel, Dahl and Bergsli, 2016tzeù.

Achieving higher completion rates

According to national data, while completion rates have improved slightly in the most
recent cohort of entrants, still less than half of students in båchelor,s lãu.i progru.rr.
complete the programme in the prescribed time (Figure 12.23). There are also important
differences in completion rates for different subgro-ups of stuãents, with older students,
males and those without tertiary-educated parents particularly at risk.

Box 12.3- The Austratian Strategy for promofing equity in higher education

The Higher Education?articipation and Partnerships Programme (HEppp) aims to ensure
that Australians from low socio-economic backgräunds îho hur,. the ability to study at
university have the opportunity to do so. Thiough its participation and 

"punn.rriip,
components, HEPPP provides funding to assist universitiei in undertaking aðtivities and
implementing strategies that increasJ access to undergraduate courses fõr people from
low socio-economic backgrounds, as well as in improving their retention and completion
ratçs' Partnerships.are crgated with prima+y and seeonãary sehools; VET institutions,
universities and other stakeholders to raise the aspiræions and Uuíl¿ tne .upu.lry of
disadvantaged students to participate in higher education. Funding for the rariìlipãtion
and-Partnerships Prograrnme is provided to universities based on the number of enrolled
students from low socio-economic backgrounds.

An additional component, the National Priorities Pool, funds projects that target and
support building an evidence base for future equity policies, testing n.*".qrity
interventions at the national and institutional levels, una ìt prouíng impiementation of
HEPPP at these levels. A 2016 evaluation found that HEppp häs posiíivety influenced the
guantity and rigour of higher education equity activities and poliiies ou.rful. It concluded
that HEPPP provided wide-ranging support to a large numbei of students and institutions
between 2010 and 2015' Some 2 679 projgc]s were implemented ar the 37 etigiille
universities. over 310 000 students have þarticipated in HËppp projects, with additional
students supported in schools and other instituiions. In addition, ai least 2 913 partner
organisations participated in F{Eppp outreach activities.
Source: 0ECD (2018w),-Education Policy outlook 2018: Puîting Student Learning at the Cenn"e.httos:l / dx.doi.org/ 10.17 87 / 97 89264301 528 _en
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The smaller gap in the probability of enrolling in higher education among young people

residing in ãiffererit régions relative to many other countries_could be attributed to

Norwa!'s long traditioñ of targeted policy to ensure regional equity of access and

preserve the sfatial pattems of pìpulation distribution, in order to reduce brain drain to

urban areas. ihese policies incluáe generous public support and maintaining a highly

decentralised instituìional structure, which ensures that regional access to higher

education remains well-established, even after a recent wave of institutional mergers

(OECD,2016rqù.

While targeted policies for equity between regions as well as special supports for students

with disabilitiei and other special needs exist, the approach to tackling socio-economic

gaps in access in Norway has been more general in nature, _by 
universally providing

ãnancial support to students and public subsidies so students do not have to pay tuition

fees (Table iZ.+¡. Wnt. univerial supports ensure that students do not face basic

financial barriers to access, gaps in access have nevertheless persisted in Norway'

Table 12.4. Policies to broaden access in higher education in Norway (2017)

Tuition is free in public higher educalion institutions

Universal system of student loans, some of which can be converted into grants under certain conditions

part-time students (with an intended study load of 50Yo or higher) are eligible for public grants and loans

Historical role of distance learning for wìdening participation (8% of Norwegian students were enrolled in online distance

programmes in 2015)

National survey on the state of digitalisation and distance leaming in higher education carried out every few years

Most public higher education institutions in Nonruay offer some programmes in flexible mode (online, mixed mode, part-time)

Special provisions (additional financial support and study flexibility) available for students wlth children and students with a

disability or special educational needs

source: Adapted from oECD (2019pù, Benchmarking Higher Education system Perþrmance,

https://doi.ord l 0.I 787lbe5 5 14d7-en.

This may imply that more targeted policies are required to increase the proportion of
students frorn io*e, socio-economiC backgrounds who are able to progress to higher

education. Many of these targeted policies may be school-based in nature' For example,

policy efforts in the early putt of the decade have been focused heavily on improving

ñor*uy,, below averag. upp"r secondary completion rate (OECD, 20l5pql). While some-

progr.r, has been .uã", ìir. latest naùonal figures show that around one-quarter of

Ñoñ".giun students still do not complete upper secondary education within the prescribed

time (ltatistics Norway, 20l9tztù.îhir can severely limit the possibilities for growing

entry iates into higher education over time.

Progress could also be made by investigating other types of policy interventions rather

thañ the default principal poliðy instrument of financial support. Recent intemational

research into equity poiiti"ì has suggested that the most common non-monetary policy

responses used 
'by -góvernments 

inciude outreach and bridging programmes, affirmative

action programmes or special admissions criteria for disadvantaged groups (Salmi,

2018psr). T-here is u gro*ing realisation among governments that_a more comprehensive

policy mix that aims to .".ou. both financial and non-financial barriers may be more

iit"ty to succeed. Increasingly, governments are also providing incentives directly to

instiiutions to encourage them to broaden access for students (Salmi, 2018psl)'

Norway could consider developing a comprehensive national educational equity strategy

and targets to ensure that inequãlities do not become more embedded and can reduce over

time. NTany OECD countriei have developed such comprehensive strategies in recent

BENCHMARKINGHIGHEREDUCATIONSYSTEMPERFORMANCEoOECD20I9
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resources annually in students who will eventually not attain a qualification (see Chapter
8 of (OECD, 2019pì).

I 2. 5.4. Implications for policy

One of the central objectives of education policy in Norway is that education should be
universally accessible, and Norway is strongly committed to achieving full inclusiveness
and equity in higher education (OECD, 2016y). Norway works to achieve this objective
by providing generous universal benefits. However, more targeted policy initiatives may
deliver increases in entry and completion rates, which will ultimately result in more
opportunities to achieve higher education for a larger proportion of the Norwegian
population.

Achieving higher entry rates

Given that entry rates are already high relative to other OECD countries, Norway's best
potential for increasing rates in the future may be to focus on groups who appear to face
greater baniers to accessing higher education. Despite being one of the more equitable
countries in the OECD in access to higher education, certain subgroups of the young
population in Norway enter higher education in lower proportions and are vulnerable to
not making the same economic and social progress as their peers. In 2014, Norwegian 18-
24 yeat-olds whose parents did not attain higher education were 40o/o less likely to
themselves enter higher education than others in the same age cohort. In Norway, as in
most other countries, young people whose parents do not have a higher education
qualification are more likely to advance to short-cycle post-secondary education than are
other individuals in the same age group.

For the foreign-born young population, the gap in access to higher education is smaller,
yet foreign-bom 18-24 year-olds are still around 20% less likely to enter higher education
than are native-born peers. However, it should be noted that there are higher levels of
intergenerational educational mobility for the native-bom children of immigrants in
Norway than in many other countries. Native-bom children of non-natives are just 10%
less likely to achieve a higher education qualification than children with native-born
parents (OECD, 2017 pzt).

There are also gaps in access for students living in different regions of Norway, although
these gaps are smaller than in many other countries. There is about a 10% gap in the
p,robability of 18-24 year-olds from Oslo and Akershus enrolling in bachelor's and long
fìrst degee programmes compared to those from the rest of Norway (Table r2.3).

Table 12.3. Relative probability of accessing bachelor's and long first degree programmes
for 18-24 year-olds coming from rural or intermediate regions (2015)

Country Chile Nonray Poland

Note: T"he definitions of rural, intermediate and urban regions are taken from the OECD (2}ll¡2tù Regional
Typology. Regions classified as rural or intermediate are those with low population density (below 150
inhabitants per square kilometre); at least l5% of the population living in counties or municipaiities with low
population density; and without any urban centre ofmore than 500 000 inhabitants reprreniing atleast25yo
of the regional population. ln Norway, this definition implies that the regions of Oslo and-Akershus are
classifìed as urban, and the rest ofthe country as rural or intermediate.
source: lndicators ofEducation Systems (INES) survey on Equity in Higher Education.

0.82

Australia Germany Svræden

Relative probability (18.24 year-olds from
urban regions = 1.00)

0.81 0.70 0.90 0.91 0,60
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ln the baseline scenario, if the recent rates of increase observed for both Norway and the

Ogðp average continus into the future, higher education.attainment in the younger

population would slip below the OECD uu"iug" by around^202.3. (Figure 12'22)' This

could have an impact in the long term on Th. supply of skilled personnel to the

ñ;;.gil labour fnurt.lun¿ could'require skills gaps to !1T:r by, for example, greater

levels of inwura *i$utián. ri *out¿ also imply tnaT other gIcD countries move ahead of

Norway in having 
" 

hig;i^;r"iin.O popufåtion, and could become. more competitive in

attracting investment ui tú" ,u1o. time ãs Norway is working to diversify its economy

away from oil and gas.

Figure 12.22. Futurescenarios for higher education attainment levels of 25-34 year-olds'
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while raising entry rates by 10 percentage points would be an achievement, the dividends

on rhe levels of qu¡ifi"atíons in the pJpuiation would only fully pay off over ? 
longer

period (without u puruii.t i*p.ou.*"nt in completion). This is due to the time between

entry and graduation, 
--l',igh 

ion-"ompletion rates, and the time it would take for the

increased flows of gruJíut". to woik through the cohort'^ This "higher entry. rates"

scenario would therefore lead to an estimated in"t.u." of 9 3% in educational attainment

over the baseline level by 2030 (Table l2'2)'

The ,,higher completion" scenario would have the greatest impact on raising Norway's

educational attainment levels in the shorter term. If the proportion of students completing

on time gradually improves over the coming period, and overall completionrises by- 10%'

then Norway could inciease attainment tevãts of 25-34 year-olds by an estimated 13'4%

(Table 12.2) fo rnor" it un oav, ay 2030 (Figure t2.22). This would also be the more

efficient option for Noffi, a, Norway is aì.eãay currently investing significant financial

-t:1f

- 

oEcD average

- 

NoNay

---.Baseline
- - - -' OECD average Projection

d - Higherentry rates

- - Highercompletion rates
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I 2.5.3. Scenarios for future developments tu 2A3 0

The starting point for the projection is the proportion of the population aged 25-34 with
higher education in both Norway and the oEÒD in 2017. A baseline scenario assumes
that attainment of higher education for 25-34 year-olds will continue to increase in
Norway at a similar rate to the recent past, i.e. ovòr the period 2007-2017 (approximately
l3%)' The baseline scenario also makes a similar assumption for the OECD average rate
of increase (which was approximately 30yo over 2007-2017).

The attainment rate in the population has two key drivers: the proportion of the
population that is able to access and participate in higher education (entry rates) and the
proportion ofnew entrants able to successfully complete a higher education programme
and achieve a ualification
assumes some positive changes to entry and/or completion rates in order to achieve the
increase in attainment, the complexity of interplay between the two factors creates a
difficulty in projecting their individual within the baseline scenario, as manyimpacts
combinations of effects are possible to create the same overall increase.

However, by considering changes to each ofthe drivers separately and holding the other
constant at the baseline level, two altemative scenarios can be developed whiclh consider
how modifications to one of the drivers could increase the overall attainment level above
the baseline levels. These scenarios do not make numerical assumptions or define target
values for the level of entry and completion rates, but instead are intended to providã a
basis for contemplating which factors might be most influential in raising the attainment
rate.

Table l2'2 outlines the assumptions used to develop two altemative scenarios, which
would increase the future attainment in 25-34 y"ar-òlds in Norway above the baseline
level. In a scenario of 'higher entry rates", entry rates rise by one pLrcentag" poinil.*-
on-year over the baseline levels in the period 2018-2028, while compleãon rates are
assumed unchanged from the baseline scenario. Under a "higher compìetion" scenario,
the total completion rates of Norwegian students increase oier the pãriod 20lg-30 by
10Yo over baseline levels, while the proportion of students completing on-time increases
by 2% year-on-year over the period 2020-30.

Table 12.2. Assumptions for the calculations of alternative attainment scenarios

Scenario
name

Change in entry rates into higher
education

Change in completion rates for Estimated impact on
attainment ratesohisher education pfogrammes

Higher entry
rates

Entry rates rise yearon-year by one
percentage point between 2018 and
2028 (10 percentage points in total)

No change from lhe baseline.scenario lncrease in attainment
of 9.3% over baseline

levels by 2030

lncrease in attainment
of 13.4% over baseline

Higher

completion
No change from the baseline

scenario
Overall complelion rates increase by

increase in
2020-2030 levels by 2030

Source: OECD calculations based on current and recent entry, completion and attainment rates

These assumptions on entry rate^s and completion rates are iterated over a set of simple
test data to produce estimates of the proportion by which educational attainment would
rise beyond the baseline levels under each ofthese conditions during 201 g-30, taking into
account the time delay to acquire a qualification, and rates of non-cõnpletion.â
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On one hand, lower rates of increase in attainment relative to other countries may be

some*trat expected for Norway, given its higher starting point in 2008' However' as

äÀ"r. ïi.zô !lto*r, there are äxaäptes of cõuntries with even higher starting g9i{s'
such as Canada or Korea, that have also been able to maintain or increase these higher

levels over the period íoog-zotl. In addition, as Figure 12.20 shows, some other

countries with similar levels of attainment to Norway in 2008 have increased at a faster

p;; i..g. Ireland and the United Kingdom), or have now exceeded the levels of Norway

äespite Jtutting from a much lower base in 2008 (Switzerland)'

This slowing progrcss could be a source of concern in Norway given the value placed on

triltrer 
"du.ãtionîn 

society, the evidenceof strong socialtenefits of higher educatio¡-and

ñã.*uy', central policy piincipte that educationihould be universally accessibler {ni.le
young people wittrout'a highår education qualification still generally enjoy relatively

looA"fåUour market outcories in Norway compared 1o .uly OECD countries, their

outcomes are not as positive as for those with higher education, and employment

prospects may be more volatile over time (Figure 12'21)'

Figure 12.21. Employment rates o1Zí-34year-olds by tevel of education (2007 and2017)
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source: Adapted from 6ECD (2018r¿ù, OECD Education statistics,http://dx.doi.ore/10.1787/edu-data-en'
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Stagnating or slowly rising qualificationlevels in the population could also lead to greater

inefiualitiãs in living 
"onãition, 

in the future, particularly as evidence indicates that the

lowär skilled jobs more likely to be canied oui by workers without higher education are

also often the jobs most wlnðrable to automation. Finally, as there is a particularly strong

p."¡1iu1n on päsitive social outcomes for higher education graduates in Norway, a "well-
'b;ü ãp" cåuld be perpetuated between those with and without higher education'

The following section presents some scenarios for the future rate of educational

attainment in the youngJrpopulation (age 25-34) in Norway and the 9ECD, and also

considers how further iln.r.ut"r in the entry rate and completion rate in Norway could

influence the educational attainment rate in the future'
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Figure 12.20. Trends in higher educational attainment in the population (2008-2017)
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highereducationqualificationovertheperiod200s.20l7ofalloECDcountries(670
co"rnput"O to the OÊCD average of 25%) (Figure 12'19)'

Figurel2.lg.lncreaseinhighereducationattainmentofthepopulationaged25-34Q017)

2008 = I

2.5

1.5

0.5

0

source: Adapted fiom oECD (2018r¿ù, ,ECD Education sntistics'http://dx'doi'ors/10'1787/edu-data-en'

sxatLink +=Ép https://doi'ore/1 0' 1787/888933943457

The extent to which other oECD countries are catching up is particularly evident for the

younger age cohorts. rr-àoog, N"rway had the fourth highest proportion of 25'34 year-

olds with a higher 
"¿u.ution 

iuulification in the OECD' Between 2008 and 2017 ' the gap

between Norway un¿ tf'r. ógiD average has narrowed substantially (Figure 12'20)'
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Figure 12'18. Completion and non-completion rates of bachelor,s level programmes (2014)
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Note: Tt'e year of reference is the- expected graduation date plus three years. countries are ranked indescending order of the proportio-1of new entranis graduating within tr,. .*p.'.t"¿ ti-..source: Adapted from olcD (2016¡s), Ëducation at a Gtaice 2016: 1ECD Indicaters,httol I dx.doi.ors./ 1 0.17 g7 / eae-201 6 _en.
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Financial issues are often cited as a reason for students to leave higher education beforecompletion; high proportions of non-completing students rnuy u" .*n more conceming
in the context of the robust financial .uppo.t pu"tug" availablã to students in Norway.
National data also suggest that while completion rates are improving, progress is slow; ofthe cohort of first-time students enrolling in a bachelor'r ã.þ." iti200g, around 63.50/ocompleted a qualification *tll1n five yeais. For the ,urn" 

"otiJu.gi*ing in 2012t, 67oÀcompleted a qualification within five years; equating to a 3j perc'entage point increaseover the period 2008-2012. over thã same perioã, the perðentage of students whodropped out ofthe course either in the first yeai o. sutsequånt y.urc rru, remained stable
at just under 20% (Statistics Norway, 20l9tziù.

""with the result that higher entry rates aye_n:t translating into the same levels ofincrease in attainment observed in other )ECD countrÌes'over the post decade
In 2017, among ouq? countries, Norway had the tenth highest proportion of thepopulation that had achieved a higher educätion qualification, å. ü"trr 25-64 year-olds
and the younger cohort of 25-3i year-olds. However, in récent years, with rates ofcompletion o{r 

¡fo,wty rising, Norway appears to have strugjled io further increase theproportion with higher education quaiinôátions at the same-iate as many other 6ECDcountries. Norway had the smallest increase in the share or yo,-u'g population with a
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20%hadstill not completed their studies three years after the theoretical duration or had

left and were no longer in education'

As Figure 12.18 shows, while the on-time completion rates are similar to or higher than in

moSt of the countries it.i"¿.d in the data collection, they were substantially lower than in

the United Kingdom. While comparable data on complétion are not available for a wider

set of OECD.ountri.r, gruá;tú rates from the bacñelor's level of education inNorway

are also lower than t"i;ñt b.;pected given the high entry rates in Norway; in 2016 the

graduation rate from Ui.6.lor', i"n el, a7 311o,was lust ut&.. 4. 9ECD 
average of 40o/o

(OECD, 201g¡zo). rn trr" 
'unl. 

year, the gntv ratð_i1to bachelor's level education was

igl/"-, 
"o^p*eã 

io the .ECD uuåtugt level of 59% (Figure 12'17)'

Figurel2.lT.Entryratestobachelor'slevelprogrammes,selectedcountries(2013-2016)
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Short and medium-term scenarios are likely to be more accurate and useful to the
decision-makjng process of policymakers. The scenario exercise presented in Section
12.5.1 therefore focuses on the immediate decade ahead (i.e. up to 2030), and is
developed using the following steps:

r statement ofa subject area or issue ofnational policy concem and the rationale for
the concern

¡ outline ofthe assumptions used to develop the set offuture scenarios

o explanation of the likely impact of the assumptions on future trends
¡ discussion of implications for policy.

l) ç t Þpnnrnoo ì^ l^;^L^.. -)-,^^¿:^-- -,'- !!''i'i' t ruä¡{òs írí ttí{íIeì'eûíìcûîiûii ûîîatiÍnietrl in fiorway has been siowing,
ønd other counlries are cøtching up

Box 12.2. Summary of policy concern

Norway has long been considered one of the most highly educated countries in the world,
and still ranks in the top ten of OECD countries oveiali on educational attainment in thé
adult population' However, despite high entry rates in recent years, the rate of increase of
educational attainment has slowed significántly in the moít recent decade, and other
OECD countries have caught up with, and even surpassed, Norway. witúout policy
action, Norway may risk falling further behind in the-future-as other OECD countries
continue^to increase opportunities for achieving higher education at a faster pace. This
could affectNorway's futurecompetitiveness anã slow the timeframe for Norwãy to me"i
its central educational goal ofachieving fully inclusive education.

12.5.2. Rutionule

Around two-thirds of the population are expected to enter higher education in
their lifetines...

Norwegian society places a high value on making educational opportunities available to
citizens at all levels of education. Financial baniers to accessiåg higher education arelow' Students do not pay tuition fees, and are eligible for up to Jighiyears of financial
support from the Norwegian government. As a reiult, entry rates 1ìhe expected rates of
entry into higher education, ifcurrent trends continue into ttre futurà) ur" high., than the
OECD average. Based on current age-specific entry rates, more than two-thñds of young
Norwegians can be expected to enter bãchelor's level education over the course of theirlives' and this rate has been increasing in recent years (Figur e 12.17). Entry rates arehigher in Norway than in all other Ñordic couniries eìcãpt Denmark, and in other
c_ountries with high levels of educational attainment such as Jåpan, Korea and the United
Kingdom (Figure 12.17).

...but many students can take a long time to complere or do not complete qt all...
Non-completion and late completion of studies is a significant issue in Norway, although
not as serious as in some neighbouring countries. Stilf a 2014 datacollection óóu.ring ia
OECD countries indicated that only about half of Norwegian students complete ñeir
studies at the bachelor's level within the theoretical programire duration, while more than
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Furthermore, international net flows of scientifrc authors over the period 2002-2016 ate

positive in favour of Norway. For every 100 researchers, Norway had a net positive

inflow of nine researchers in total over the period, suggesting that Norway is a relatively

attractive destination for researchers from abroad (Figure 12.20).

However, this indicator also shows that relatively fewer Norwegian researchers-choose to

gain an intemational experience abroad. High inward flow could be due to the favourable

terms and conditions àvailable for researchers in Norway. At the same time, these

conditions could have an adverse impact on brain circulation (the inflows and outflows of

highly qualified or talented individuãls between jurisdictions) by making the prospect of

móving abroad less attractive for Norwegian academics'

Norway is a leader in providing open access to knowledge

Making research results widely available can have many benefits, including more

efficient science due to less dupiication of endeavours, engaging a wider audience and a

greater number of participants in the scientific process, and fostering greater levels of

ãollaboration (oECb, 20[9tzù.Norway is a leader among oEcD countries in making the

results of research widely accessible. It ranks in the top quartile in open access to

scientific documents, with around 30o/o of documents published in 2016 being available

through some form of oPen access.

This relatively high rate could be linked to national structures and initiatives- For

example, the Reseirch Council of Norway requires grantees to publish scientific results in

op.n ã.""r, journals, and the Council also has a dedicated funding scheme for promoting

open access, running over the period 2015-2019 (see Chapter 7 (OECD, 2019t2ù).

12.5. Scenarios for PolicY

This section of the note extends the comparisons drawn in the previous sections by

looking forward, and presenting a set of scenarios relevant to the future of Norway's

higher education systern. The purpose of these scenarios is to provide evidence-based

colnjectures about future trenás in areas of national policy importance, which can

stimulate debate and support policy-planning exercises (Box 9.1).

Box 12.1. Scenario development for policy analysis

Governments plan for the future of higher education in the context of a number of sources

ofuncertainty. Scenarios can be definãd as descriptions ofhypothetical futures that could

occur and tñat, although somewhat speculative in nature, are nonetheless internally

consistent and causall/coherent (OECD, 2006¡¡l). The development of scenarios can

provide supporl to nátional discussions on contextual and systemic trends, highlight

possible consequences of current circumstances on higher education and the economy'

and outline the main available policy directions'

In a context of increasing complexity in societies and economies, more emphasis is being

placed on anticipatory eiercis'es in the policy process (OECD, 201Strsl). Contemplæing

ãiff.r.nt policy'scenârios can feed intó the development of broad long-term strategic

ptunning ior hígher education systems or pre-policy research related to particular policy

topics.
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Figure 12.16. H-index for OECD research and development systems (1996-2017)

Based on citations ofpublications on Scopus
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1y'ole.' Designed to measure both productivity and quality at the individual level, the H index is defined as the
highest number ofpublications that have been cited at least an equal number oftimes (Hirsch, 2005rr¡). For
example, an H Index of10 implies thatthe authorhas l0 papers thathave been cited at least l0 times.
Source; Adapted from Scimago Lab (2019¡e), Scimago Journal & Country RalrÀ, www.scimagoir.co¡r/.

s t at Lí n k +:æp https ://doi.ore/ I 0. I 7 8 7/8 88 93 3 943400

Norway includes bibliometric indicators as part of the decision process for allocation of
higher edúcation funding, to create incentives for researchers to publish their work.
Bibliometric information is verified or provided by public research organisations through
the Current Research Information System in Norway (CRISTIN), an integrated national
research information system (see Chapter 6 of (OECD, 2019eù).

Beyond bibliometrics, other indicators attempt to measure the translation of research into
innovative products and processes. For example, data on patent applications can provide a
measure of the impact of research on the creation of goods and services that provide
benefits to society. In general, across the OECD, the proportion of patent applications
originating from the higher education sector tends to be low (less than l|Yo in the
majority of OECD countries). However, Norway has a lower rate than the OECD median
level of patent applications, as measured by the proportion of Patent Cooperation Treaty
applications originating from the higher education sector between 2010 and 2016
(Table 12.1), with less than 6%o of total patent applications coming from the higher
education sector over this period.

There is a high level of international collaboration

Norway has achieved one of the highest levels among OECD countries of
intemationalisation of the higher education R&D sector, according to bibliometric
indicators included in the benchmarking exercise. Intemational scientific collaboration
between Norway and other countries (measured by joint authorship of research papers by
researchers based in different jurisdictions) was in the top quartile of OECD countries in
2015, with 34o/o of Norwegian scientific outputs having at least one foreign author.
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Figure 12.15. lncrease in the volume ofscientific production (2007-2017)

Based on whole counts ofcitable documents in the scopus database (2007:100)
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Source:Adapted from Scimago Lab (20191re¡), Scimago Journal & Country Rar¿fr, www.scimaeoir'coÍì/.
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Norway also ranks around the median of OECD countries in the numbers of highly cited

documänts that it has produced (Figure 12.16). The 'H-index' is a bibliometric indicator,

which counts the numùer of scientific documents, å, which have also been cited atleast h

times in other scientific documents. When aggregated to country level, it can give an

indication of the relative impact of the body of research produced in a country. Norway

scores around the median OECD level on this indicator, with an H-index of 526 (meaning

526 Norwegian scientific publications have been cited by other authors at least 526

times), a siñilff level to neighbouring Finland, though below the other Nordic countries.
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Figure 12.14. Where does Norway stand in the OECD distribution? Internationalisation and
knowledge production
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Note: The indicators represented in this chart are a subset of the indicators presented in Table 12.1. Tl.te
coloured circle represents Norway's position in the OECD distribution. The circle is not coloured when data
are available for less than half of the OECD countries (the minimum number of countries with available data
is l4). For more information on methodological issues and metadata, see OECD (2019¡z) and the references
cited therein. Follow the Statlinklo download the data underlying the calculation ofthe scorecard.
Source: Adapted from OECD (2019¡z), Benchmarking Higher Educøtíon System Perþrmance,
https://doi.ors/1 0.1 787lbe55 1 4d7-en.

StatLí n k .Ðep https ://doi.ore/l 0. 1 787188893 3943362

Bibliometric time series data for Norway also show that Norway has increased its volume
of publications in recent years by more than the total proportion across the OECD
(Figure 12.15). The volume of publications increased by 70% over the period 2007-2017,
while total volume across the OECD increased by less fhan 30o/o over the same period.
Overall, Norway ranked 30th in the world and 22nd among OECD countries in total
volume of scientific output in2017 (Scimago Lab,2019¡ø).

......buÍ the impact of scientific production is closer to median levels

Citations of scientific publications by other authors are often used as a proxy to measure
the impact of a scientific document on the work of other researchers, as they indicate that
other researchers have taken note of the work and have incorporated the knowledge into
further research. Norway was above the OECD median level for the proportions of
publications that were in the top l0% most cited in 2015, with 11o/o of all scientific
publications produced in Norway ranked among the top 10% of cited publications in the
world, compared to the OECD median level of 10.3%. This could indicate that
publications from Norway create slightly more of an impact with other researchers
compared to the majority of OECD countries.
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long-term plans for research and higher education have accordingly provided for furlher

increases in investment in R&D.lNorwegian Ministry for Education and Research'

tôli;r,; 2018rrsl).In the most recent plan, covering the period 2019.-2028, focus areas for

investment include boosting research in enabling ánd industrial technologies, and

in"r"uring the benefits of resãarch for renewal and restructuring in business and industry'

ÑÑ;t äso has a long-term roadmap for investing in the physical infrastructure

n".".ráry to underpin resJarch and develòpment in the country' The long-term plan 201-8-

iOZS luyrout the investrnent plan for builãings, equipment and other infrastructure in the

research and higher education sector (Norwõgian-Uìnistry for Education and Research'

20l8rrst).

There arefavourable terms and conditionsfor researchers

There are good prospects for skilled researchers in the Norwegian R&D system,'Terms

and conditions for researchers are favourable; most Norwegian academics have public

servant status with associated benefits andjob stability. This helps to ensure that a career

in research is an attractive option in Norway; the ðoncentration of researchers in the

labour force was u*ong the tighest in OEC-D countries in 2016 (in the top quartile)'

irr.r. i, also a rligrttrí higher" concentration of doctorate holders in the Norwegian

population than in gãneral uãross the OECD, with 1 . I % of the population having attained

it i, t.n.t of education in20l7, compared to the OECD median of 1.0%.

Norway also appears to be a particularly attractive destination for doctorate holders from

other countries to pursue theii careers, compared to many OECD countries' Results from

ifr" OeCo Careeri of Doctorate Holders survey show that arorl{- 37o/o of all doctorate

holders in Norway are foreign citizens, one of the highest rates of all countries responding

to the surveY.

1 2.4. 2. Inlernutionalisation und knowledge productio n

Bibliometric indicators are the metrics most commonly used to compare the performance

of countries on the q"""iity and quality of the scientific production of their research

institutions. Despite 
'ã.ìftáOofogiöal limitations, they represent the best available

indicators of .o1¡puruilu" t"t"uän performance across countries (see Chapter 6 of

loE¿D, 201912ù). Fi gure 12.14 ptouid"t. an overview of the position of Norway on

bibliometric indicatori related to internationalisation of research and the production of

scientific knowledge.

Norway has increased the volume of scientific production at a greater pace than

other OECD countries.....

Norway is a high achiever in terms of the volume of scientific knowledge produced,

ranking in the top quartile of OECD countries on this indicator, with 4'4 publications per

fóõO Jf tne popUåtion aged25-64 in2015, far above the OECfi median level of 2'8

puùti"ution.'per f OõO p?opt.. This level of productivity reflects the significantly

increased investment in ihe'research and development system in recent years, 
_and 

the

greater than average proportion of researchers in the population in Norway

(Figure 12.14).
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statLink .Ð-gF htrps ://doi.ors/l 0. I 7 87/88893 3943 324

Government funds are the key source ofrevenue for the higher education sector. Funding
from other sources (international, business, private non-profit and the higher educatioñ
sector) makes up less than 5o/o of the overall funding for higher educati,on R&D. For
example, Norway is below the median of OECD countries in the percentage of business
gnterprise funding for R&D, with just 3.1% of funding coming from the business sector
in2016 (Figure 12.12).

The funding of R&D in Norway is also notable for stability and steady growth over time.
Overall funding was stable during the last decade before beginning to increase
incrementally as of 2012, and increased by more Than l5o/o in total betwèen 2009 and
2015 (Figure 12'lj); The share of funding from non-governmenf souroes, though small,
has also been keeping pace with the overall increase over time, with25o/o morJfunding
invested by these sources in 2015 than in 2009.

Figure 12.13. Trends in expenditure on higher education R&D in Norway (2009-201s)

2009:100

-Non-governmentsector - - -Totalexpenditure
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Source: Adapted from OECD (20l9rr¡), OECD Science,
httþs://doi.orø1 0. I 787lstrd-dara-en.

2015

Technologt and R&D Statistics,

Srarl-ínk .-ììæp https ://doi.ore/ I 0. I 7 g 7/g g g 93 3 943 3 4 3

Norway also has one of the lowest levels of intemational funding of research and
development across OECD countries. Many European countries have been able to boost
international investment in higher education R&D through securing financing from EC
funds for R&D, such as Horizon 2020. However, Noiway, though also e'íigible for
funding, appears to have had less success overall in securing Horizon 2020 funds
ggmpared to many other countries. While the proportion of suõcessful applications is
higher than in many other countries over the period 2014-2016, the ìumbers of
applications for funding are substantially lower than neighbouring countries of similar
size, such as Denmark and Finland (see Chapter 6 of (OECD, 20lg;ù.
The R&D sector is likely to continue to increase in its importance to the Norwegian
economy in the coming decade as the economy diversifies (OECD, 2016tø). Reãent
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The substantial investment in higher education therefore also extends to research and

development, and Norway is in tñe top quartile of OECD countries on the proportion of

"*penditure 
on higher education R&D activities (Table 12'1)'

Figure 12.12. Where does Norway stand in the OECD distribution? Research inputs and

activities

Full'{imeequivalent researchers per I 000 people' 25-64yeardô (2016)

Max (r5l
M¡n (1)

ñorwàtii2t

Proportion of ¡esearchenworking in hþher education (2016)

Max (63)
Min(11)

¡¡orwáVþ7)

Proporlbn of uomen researchersin higher educalion (2016)

Max fs2)
Min (26)

Norwav{47)

D0do¡ate holden in the mpulalion (2017)

Måx (3.61
M¡n (0.11

ñorwãy{i.i}

Propoñion of brê¡gn cilizen dodorate holders (2016)

Max t4r.9)
M¡n (4.6)

ñòn¡rav[s7.ii

Share of HERD ñ¡nded by the business enterpris€ s'edor (20'16)

Max (1s.1¡
Min (0.8)

Norwây (3.1)

Hbher educalion-busine$ collaboralion in R&0,1-7 scale (2017)

Mâx {s.8)
M¡n {2.5)

Norwat(4.d)

Share of SMEg collaboraling on innovalion wiûr higher education or research ingt'tr¡lions (2012-20{4)

Max {24}
M¡n (3)

Noruay(17)

Share of PCT published applications by the h'rgher educalion sedo¡ (2010-2016)

Mãx {29}
M¡n (0)

Propoffon of HERD on basic res€arch (2015)

Max (1001
Min {19}

ñorwãyGi'

Bottom quårt¡le Med¡ãn fop quârtile

Note: The indicators represented in this chart are a subset ofthe indicators presented in Tab1e12'l' The

coloured circle represenis Norway's position in the OECD distribution. The circle is not coloured when data

are available for lèss than half oithe OECD countries (the minimum number of countries with available data

ir 1¿1, f". more information on methodological issues and metadata, see OECD (2019fa) and the references

cited therein. Follow the Statlink to download the data underlying the calculation of the scorecard'

source: Adapted fiom oECD (2019p1), Benchmarking Higher Education system Performance,

hftosl I doi.orel 1 0.1'l 8'7 lbe55 14d7 -en.
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Other data also indicate that higher education attainment in Norway is associated with
more positive social outcomes. According to PIAAC data, higher education graduates are
also more likely to trust others than upper secondary graduates, with a larger difference in
trust than the OECD median level. Higher education graduates (25-64 year-olds) were
also 4 percentage points less likely to report having depression than upper secondary or
post-secondary non-tertiary education graduates (OECD, 2077vzt), a difference which
was slightly above the median of OECD countries with available data.

12.4. Research and engagement

Highlights

a

a

a

a

a

are source revenue
research and development system, while funding from other sources makes up
less than 5o/o oftotal revenue in the sector.

There is a relatively high concentration of researchers in the population, and
Norway's research and development workforce enjoy favourable terms and
conditions. Norwegian academics have public servant status, with associated
benefits.

Norway produces one of the highest volumes of scientific publications among
OECD countries as a proportion of the population. In addition, the volume of
publications has increased over time at a faster rate than the total volume of
publications in OECD countries.

Norway has a higher proportion of top-cited scientific documents than the OECD
median, with ll% of all scientific publications ranking in the top 10% of highly
cited publications in 2015.

Net flows of scientific researchers to Norway are positive, indicating that Norway
is an attractive destination for foreign researchers. Norway also had a higher level
ofcollaboration on scientific publications with authors from other countries.than
the OECD median in 2015.

Norway is a leader in the OECD on making scientific publications openly
accessible, with almost one-third of scientific documents published in 2016 made
available through some form ofopen access.

a

12.4.1. Inputs ønd activities

Figure 12.12 provides a detailed overview of where Norway stands within the OECD
distribution on the section of the indicator scorecard related to research inputs and
activities.

Public investment in research and development is on an upward trajectory

As discussed in Section 12.1, Norway invests heavily in higher education, having one of
the largest proportions of public expenditure on higher education in the OECD. Norway
also has a well-resourced national R&D system, consisting of three sectors of
performance: industry, research institutes and higher education institutions. The recent
increases in investment in the research and development sector as a whole (GERD) have
pushed Norway from a country with average levels of investment in 2006 to its current
position as a high performer relative to other countries in the OECD.
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level qualification. Graduates aged 25-34 at master and doctoral levels with full-time,

¡11-y"àt earnings enjoyed an earnings premium of l5o/o over those with only upper

,."on¿ur' educãtion \i ZOtø. This wãs âlto one of the lowest earnings differentials in

OECD countries.

Lower relative earnings could also be linked to the relatively high proportion of young

adults with a higher education qualification in Norway. However, there is no positive

correlation between higher educaiion levels in the population and-higher relative eamings

in g"n;.uf across OECb countries.? Figure 12.11 demonstrates the relationship between

education levels in the population ãnd relative earnings across OECD countries'

Graduates with master's oi dàctoral degrees in Norway, Austria, New Zealand and Italy

uff *rn a premium of 15-20%o over upper secondary or post-secondary non-tertiary level

graduates,'despite having substantialiy different proportions of the population that had

reached that level of attai-nment. Smalier potentiaf ecõnomic gains from higher education

coutd potentially reduce the attractivenesiofthe option ofpursuing higher education'

Figure 12.11. share of tertiarv-edï..,îîlj:;:Í,i;:l;i*,-* advanced degrees (20r7) and

% 
Share of tertiary-educated 25-34 year-olds with a master's or doctoral qual¡f¡cation
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Source.' Adapfed from SECD (2018¡+1), )ECD Education Statistics,htto://dx.doi.ordl0.1787/edu-data-en.

StatLí n k "fÉ7¡ https://doi'org:1 0' 1 787188893 3943 305

There appear to be very positive social outcomes of higher education

While the economic benefits of higher education in Norway may be relatively small,

evidence from PIAAC shows that the increase in indicators of positive social outcomes

ior higher education graduates compared to those without higher education is among the

largesî in the oECD-countries. Thà proportion of participants in PIAAC who reported

themselves to be in good health *ui:.5 percentage points higher for higher education

graduates than for 
-upp.. .".ondary gráduates, in the top quartile of the PIAAC

participating countries'
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Higher education creates a moderate employment premium but a relatively low
earnings premium þr graduate s

Norwegian graduates from bachelor's level programmes enjoyed an average employment
premium of around 7 percentage points compared to those who had achieved only an
upper secondary qualifìcation in 2017. This was a similar premium to the median of
OECD countries. Norway also has one of the more positive outlooks for younger
graduates, with very little unemployment or inactivity in the cohort of graduates aged iS-
29.Infotal,94% of Norwegian young graduates were either employed or in educãtion in
2016, one of the highest values in the OECD, and well above the median value.

However, on average, young bachelor's level graduates with full-time, full-year eamings
did not earn more than upper seeondary graduates. The full-time, fullyeai earnings óf
bachelor's level graduates aged 25-34 was at 99o/o of the average equivalent eamings of
the same age cohort with only upper secondary or post-secondary non-tertiary educãtion
in 2016. This was the lowest eamings premium for bachelor's level graduâtes among
OECD countries (Figure 12.10).

Figure 12.10. Relative earnings of25-34 year-olds, selected education levels (2016)

Average eamings of full-time, fúl-year 25-34 year-old workers with a bachelor's degree compared to those
with an ISCED level 5 or master?s qualification (upper secondary or post-secondary non-tertiary education:
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Note;The average for bachelor's and master's graduates is calculated across countries with available data for
bothseries, while the average for short-cycle graduates is calculated separately.
Belgium, Canada, Chile, Czech Republic, Finland, Spain: year ofreference 2ô15.
Czech.Republic, Slovak Republic, Switzerland, United States: Index 100 refers to upper secondary and post-
secondary non-tertiary levels of education.
Denmark, Italy, Lithuania, the Netherlands: year of reference 2014.
Ireland, Latvia, Luxembourg, Mexico, and Turkey: Eamings net of income tax.
Source: Adapted from OECD (20l8pl), OECD Education Statistics,httn://dx.doi.ore/10.1787ledu-data-en.

Srarl-ínk "ferl hfi ps://doi.org/1 0. 1 787188893 3943296

The low eamings premium for young bachelor's level graduates may be partially because
many students in Norway opt for longer-cycle programmes that lead direõtly to á master's
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I Levellorbebw

A. Literåcy

0 20 40 60

The adult population is relatively well educated, and basic skills omong graduates

are above the OECD median

Internationallycomparablemeasuresofhighereducationleamingoutcomesa.re.n:t
currently available. However, the OECD S1Ñey of Adult Skills can provide some insight

into the cognitive uno'*åiüpiuce skills.of young gtuguflel. These data allow for the

performance urr.rr,n"nt'olft-igrt.t education graAriatãs in basic skills such as literacy and

numeracy.

Graduates in Norway demonstrate a higher level of literacy and numeracy skills than the

median of countries pï.ticþuting in tñe OECO Survey of ¡'¿utt Skills (PIAAC)'6 The

proportion of graduateJïàïããtt-i11" .]s yittr level 3 litêracy skills or above' at 84o/o' was

above the median l"u"í riøílr>. Similarly, the proportion.of graduates with numeracy

skills at level 3 or aUoie ìriOí", .onrpur.d to the median level of 69Yo for participating

countries.

while the proportion of higher-skilled graduates is greater than average' there is also a

cohort of graduates in Ñot '|uV 
*ith muih lower basic skills' Around one in five gtaduates

underthe age of ¡S ft^-fotinurn..u.y skills, while aroull one in six has low literacy

skills, according to piÃÀC. While thãse levels of low skills are below OECD average

levels, they are turg"iìn *uny .ur". than in neighbouring..countries (Figure 12'9)' A

significant proportion oilá*-t[iff"¿ gladuates .ou]d b" attiibuted to a weakness in the

ability of the highe. .Jr*,ion system"to increase the skills of graduates' of to a loss of

skills experienced by graduates who 
9re. 

working in jobs with a large number of routine

tasks and low autonomy (OECD,20l81t1)'

Figure 12.9. ProtÏciency distribution among higher education graduatesn 16-34 year-olds
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Source:oECD(2018Irr1),1ECDsurveyofAdultSkills,www.oecd.ordskills/oiaac/data/.
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I 2.3.2. Grøduate o uÍcomes

Despite high levels of higher education attainment, graduate outcomes remain relatively
strong in Norway, though the retums on investment in higher education are smaller thanin most OECD countries (Figure l2.g). Norwegian graduates are more likely to be
employed than those with only upper seconaary quãincations, with an empioyment
premium around the median OECD level. There are very low rates of unemploymlnt or
inactivity 

^for 
young graduates. However, on average, there appears to be io'earnings

premium for young full{ime bachelor's graduates 
-compared 

iá tno." with only uppãr
secondary educational attainment.

Figure 12.8. r#here does Norway stand in the OECD distribution? Graduate outcomes

M¡n (301
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No¡e" The.indicators represented in this chaft are a subset ofthe indicators presented in Table 12.1. Thecoloured circle represents Norway's position in the OECD distribution. The ciräle is not coloured when dataare available for less than half of the. OECD countries (the minimum number olcountries with available datais l4)' Formore information on methodological issues and metadata, r". orðo izorg¡21) and the references
cited therein. Follow the s¡¿¡l¿nfr to dovvnload the data underlying the calculation ofthe scorecard.source: Adapted from OECD (201912), Benchmarking -Higher 

nducat¡on system perþrmance,
httos://doi.org/1 0. I 787lbe55 1 4d7-en
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wide dffirences in access by socio-economic background persist

Young people without tertiary-educated parents in the age group of l8-24 years-old were

about" O%iess likely than other individuals in the same age group to enter a bachelor's or

long first degree prógra.me in 2015. Despite Norway being one of the more egalitarian

societies in the OECD (OECD, 2018¡a¡), this continued wide gap in access indicates that

important barriers to Àtering higheì'-education remain for people from lower socio-

ecånomic backgrounds (see Section 12.5.1). Nonetheless, Norway was, together with

Slovenia, the cõuntry where this gap was the smallest among 16 OECD countries with

available data (see Chapter 5 of (OECD, 2019pt))'

The participation gap observed in access to bachelor's level or long first degree

progïammes was reversed for lscED 5 level programmes,.*!i:l in Norway are offered

sole"ly by vocational colleges.s In 2015, young people aged 18-24 whose parents did not

obtain higtrer education ylere 14Yo moré likely to enter these type of programmes than

other indîviduals of the same age. A similar reversal can be observed in some other

jurisdictions, for example Chilã and Slovenia. This evidence suggests that- tertiary

iocational p.og.u.-., in Norway can play a part in widening access to higher education'

along withìhJother available altãrnative pathways into the higher education system (see

Chapter 2 of (OECD,20l9pù).

Three-quarters of new entrants to bachelor's programmes graduate on time or

within three years from the expected time

A ZOl4 OECD survey shows that half of students who started full-time bachelor's

programmes graduated within the expected time in Norway' placing it in the top quartile-

àf f ¿ OpCOiountries with availabtó data (OECD, 2016¡o). An additional one-quarter of

the bachelor's new entrants completed their bachelor's programmes within three years

after the expected graduation yèar, while approximatety ,?ïY".of the bachelor's new

entrants had not gfãduated und *"." not in education, which is one percentage point

below the median of OECD countries with available data'

Female students enrolled in bachelor's programmes were four percentage points more

likely to complete their study within the expected time than male students were, as was

the óase in most OECD cóuntries. In addition, nearly 60Yo of part-time students.in

bachelor's programmes completed their study within-the expected time, which was nine

percentage þoints higher than the completion rate for full-time students.

The share of international students is low compared to other OECD countries

Norway had one of the lowest shares of international students at all levels of higher

education among OECD countries in 20l6.Intemational students accounted fot 7Yo of

enrolments at thè masterls level in 2016, which was half of the OECD median of l4%'

inì g""."t-ent has implemented some measures to increase the.number of intemational

studJnts. For example, iegislation first granted the right to teach in a foreign language in

2002, and the shaie of itodules taught in languages othel t_lral.Norwegian had since-

increased to around 20o/o in 2016 (language studies excluded) (Norwegian Ministry of

Education and Research, 2017¡ro1).'Thé góvemment has also set a target that 20Yo of

students should have an íntemaiionat e*peiience by 2020.In the longer term, the target is

to increase the share significantly, up to 50%'
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Relatively large and increasing entry and completion rates in recent years among OECD
countries have led to a relatively highly qualified workforce. By 2017, in Norway around
43Yo of the population aged 25-64 had attained a higher çducation qualification. In the
younger age group (25-34 year-olds), nearly halfhad completed higher education, which
was above the OECD median level of 45o/o, though the slowing rate of attainment in
recent years means that Norway's position within the OECD is changing (see Section
12.s).

In Norway, gender equity in higher education attainment was achieved at a much earlicr
stage than in general across the OECD, and women began to surpass men in higher
education attainment a decade earlier than in other OECD countries, starting with cohorts
who were bom after 1956 (Borgonovi, Ferrara and Maghnouj, 2018p1). The gender gap

wlth a higher education
that of men in Norwayqualification was 48o/o in 2017, 9 percentage points higher than

(OECD,20lgr4t).

A relatively large share of students in Norway is enrolled in longfirst degree
proSrammes

One-quarter of all higher education students were enrolled at the master's or doctoral
level in 2016,in line with the OECD median. This includes students in long first degree
programmes (integrated bachelor's/master's long-cycle study), i.e. programmes with a
cumulative theoretical duration (at the higher education level) ofat least five years that do
not require prior higher education for admission. In Norway, long first degrees exist in a
number of disciplines, such as medicine, psychology and teacher education. Students
undertaking long first degree prograÍìmes in Norway accounted for llo/o of new entrants
in2016, above the OECD median and Finland (both6%), but well below sweden(26%).

Inclusive access policies in Norway

Promoting inclusive access is an important higher education policy goal in Norway. This
is related to the social and economic principles underlying the "Nordic model", an
approach to government, economy, labour market, and skills favoured in Norway and its
neighbouring countries, which places a strong emphasis on social inclusion (OECD,
2018¡r1). Inclusive access is also related to the geography of Norway, a large country with
sparsely populated areas, requiring active work to lower geographic barriers to
participation and widen access to higher education.

Norway has a relaîively large proportion of partlime students and new entrants
older than 24

The availability of programmes with flexible study options, along with the low financial
barriers to higher education, may be one reason why people older than 24 accounted for
2l% of new entrants to bachelor's programmes in Norway in2016,7 percentage points
above the OECD median. Norway also has a relatively large share of part-time students
(i.e. students with an intended study load lower than 75o/o of a full-time load). Over one-
third of students were enrolled on in bachelor's programmes on a part-time basis in 2016,
placing Norway in the top quartile among OECD countries.
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Figure 12.7. Where does Norway stand in the OECD distribution? Access, student profile,
comPletion

First{imeenhy ratesto bachelo¡'sorequivalenl programm€o,exdudingintetnational stldents (2016)

Max (78)
Min (111

NorwâY {65}

Propoilion of sludents in mastefsend dodoral programnes (2016)

Mâx (/t5)
Min (8)

ñorwãy{io¡

Access rate gaps - parenb without tertiary education (2015)

Max (-¿lO)
M¡n (-65)

NorwayG4l)

Proporlion of nerv enÛanb 25 o¡ dder, bacheloFs programmes (201 6)

Max {32}
Min {o}

ñorway lz1)

Proporlion of part-l¡me studenß, bachelor's programmes (2016)

Max (s3)
M¡n (o)

ñorwày(so)

Proporl¡on of ¡nternalional orbreign sludenb, master's programrnes (2016)

Max (73¡
M¡n (1)

ñôrway(z)

Propodion of new enlrants who graduate on limeor within lhree yeanûom the expeded time (2014)

Max (841
M¡¡ (s1)

Nòrwãt(76)

25-34 yearolds with hþhereducaüon qualiÍcalion (2017)

Max (70)
Min (231

Bottom quart¡lê Med¡ân Top quârtile

Note: The indicators represented in this chat are a subset ofthe indicators presented in Tablel2'l' The

coloured circle represenis Norway's position in the OECD distribution. The circle is not coloured when data

are available for less than half oithe OECD countries (the minimum number of countries with available data

is 14). For more information on methodological issues and metadat4 see OECD (2019¡z) and the references

citediherein. Follow the Statlinkto download the data underlying the calculation ofthe scorecard.

source: Adapted from OECD (2019p), Benchmarkíng Higher Education system Perþrmance'

https://doi.ordl 0. I 787lbe55 l4d7-en.

Sx at Li n k "=Ép https ://doi.ore/ I 0. I 7 87/88 8 93 3 943 229

Access lo higher education is widespread in Norway

The limited financial burden on households in Norway helps to create gïeater universal

opportunities for access to higher education. Around two-thirds of young Norwegians are

expected to enter a bacheloris or equivalent programme over_ the course of their life, if
current effolment pattems remain unchanged in the future' These high entry rates place

Norway in the top quartile of OECD countries for the expected share of the population

who will enter programmes leading to advanced qualifications'
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a Norway has a relatively large share of part-time students and mature students.
Over one-third of students were enrolled part-time in2016 (in the top quartile). In
addition, mature students (25 or older) accounted for 21%o of new entrants to
bachelor's programmes in 2016 (above the median). Norway had one of the
lowest shares of international students at all levels of higher education among
OECD countries in2016.

18-24 year-olds with parents with higher education were 40o/o more likely to enter
bachelor's or long first degree programmes than their cohorts with parents with
upper secondary education in 2015. However, the gap between the two goups
was one of the smallest among OECD countries with available data.

a

their study within the expected time, placing Norway in the top quartile of OECD
countries with available data. Female students and part.time students were more
likely to graduate within the expected time than male students and full-time
students.

Higher education graduates are more likely to have good literacy and numeracy
skills, and to report to be in good health and trust others, as compared to upper
secondary graduates. They are also less likely to report having depression.

Higher education graduates enjoy a moderate employment premium. The
gtaduates of bachelor's programmes were 7 percentage points more likely to be
employed than upper secondary education graduates. This was a similar
employment premium to the median of OECD countries. Higher education
graduates, however, have a relatively low eaming premium as compared to other
OECD countries. The graduates of master's and doctoral programmes enjoyed an
earning premium of 15Yo over those with upper secondary education, which was
one of the lowest eamings differences in OECD countries.

12.3.1. Access, student proJile and completion

Figure 12.7 shows the relative position of Norway within the OECD distribution on
indicators related to entry ofstudents to higher education, student profile and completion
ofstudies.

a

a
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There is evidence that job insecurity in Norway, as in many other OECD countries, is a

;;;*;;"rem for young.t academic staff. The share of teaching stâff with a permanent

contract differed 
"on.iã.ruUty 

across the different age groups in 2016' While

áppr**rt"ry 80% of academic staff older than age 60 had an _ongoing 
contract, this

piåpo.tion dropped to just 20%iofor staff aged less than 35 years-old.

Figure 12.6. Share ofteaching staffwith permanent contractsn by age (2016)

Academicstaffwithteachingduties,excludingdoctoralstudents.
Theshæeofstaffwithpermanentcontractsacrossallagesisreportedinbrackets.
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source: Adapted from oECD (2079¡27), Benchmarking Higher Education system Perþrmance'

httos://doi.org/1 0. I 787lbe55 l4d7'en'

statLí n k r-:gp httos ://doi'ore/ I 0' I 7 87/8 8893 3 943 2 1 0

The academic staff-to-student ratio is one of the highest among OECD countries

The ratio of academic staff-to-student in Norway was 0.1 in 2016, implying a ratio.of

around l0 students for.n".y academic staff memúer. This was one of the most favourable

ratios among OECD 
"ouníri"., 

and could theoretically indicate that academic staff are

more likely to have tÌeat.; time to inleract with students, helping them Jo learn and

ã.;.1"p. Ii"wever, *iil. trr" staff-student ratio is often used as a proxy for quality in

frittrer eOucation, it is important to note that this indicator does not take into account other

inipo.turrt factori tfrat ffiaci the contact time between students and academic staff' such

a, ,.tatiu" proportions oi time academic staff allocate to teaching, research and other

activities.

12.3. Education

Highlights

a over two-thirds of young Norwegians are expected to enter bachelor's level

education at least on"e iã their li-fetime based on current enrolment pattems,

placing Norway in the top quartile of OECD countries'
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Figure 12.5. Share of women among academic staff in higher education, by age group (2016)

rNoMay o oECD median
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Note: Data exclude independent private institutions for Norway.
Source:AdapfedfromOECD(2018¡r), OECDEducationStatistics,http://dx.doi.org/10.1787ledu-data-en.

Srarl-ink .çga https://doi.ore/l 0. 1 7971889933943 I 9 1

Teaching staffearn more than the national average salary

Higher education current expenditure covers goods and services consumed within the
current year to sustain the activities of institutions. It includes compensation of personnel
(both academic and administrative) as well as other costs, for example, foi general
supplies and for contracted services such as building cleaning and maintènunr.. Ñor*uy
spent over two-thirds of its higher education current expenditure on staff in 2015, whic-h
was just above the median of OECD countries.

The average annual salary for teaching staff (academic staff with teaching duties) in
Norway was approximately USD 61 000 in2014, which was above the median of OECD
countries with available data (USD 55 000) and the average salary in Norway in the same
year (USD 51 000) (OECD, 2019¡e). Almost all employees at public higher education
institutions have civil servant status; therefore, their salaries and oìher *orking conditions
are determined based on public sector regulations.

Over two-thirds of teaching staff have a permanent contract
Balancing the need to maximise efficiency in the academic workforce and the importance
of ensuring high-quality working conditions is a key policy concern in many OECD
higher education systems. Ln2016, the share of teaching stafiwith a permanent contract
was 70Yo (Figure 12.6). This proportion was the second highest among the four
juriqdictions participating in the benchmarking exercise. The high share of teãching staff
with an ongoing contract indicates high job security. However, this may also signãl that
higher education institutions in Norway have less flexibility as employeis; they ñray find
it more difficult than in other jurisdictions to adjust their staff prõfile to fluciuatións in
enrolments.
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in other OECD countries. In Norway, doctoral candidates have a contract with the higher

education institution in which they study, the Research Council of Norway, a company or

a public employer. Doctoral .atlãidut t employed by a higher education institution on a

four-year contract are required to allocate part of iheir time to the work of the higher

educätion institution through activities such as teaching'

Figu re 12.4. Share of academic staff in higher education, by age group (2016)

.YoungerthansSyearse3$44yearsr45-Sgyearsroderthan60yeaß

Nonrvay
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Note: Data exclude independent private institutions for Norway'

Sà*ln, OECD (2018r¿lf, OECo'ndr"otion Støtistics,http://dx.doi.ore/10.1787/edu-data-en'

s xat Lí n k a=ep https ://doi'ord I 0' I 7 87/88893 3943 I 72

Gender parity in academic staffhas almost been achieved, particularly inyounger

age groups

The overall share of women among academic staff was 460/o in 2016, placing Norway

above the median of OECD counffi;s (Figure 12.5). However, the share of women among

academic staff younger than 35 in Norway was around 5 percentage points lower than the

óÈCn median. All ãge groups up to 60 ñad a gender gap of 4 percentage points or less,

while the oldest age gro,ip loiO"rìhan O0 years) had a gerder S.fP.of 13 percentage points'

This equity among ug. gràupr may refläct_long-standing policies to encourage gender

equity in ðmptoymeni i.iNot*uy (-OBCO, 2019¡zù. Currently, all public institutions are

oúügäO by law tô take active steps to promote gender equality'
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Figure 12.3. where does Norway stand in the oECD distribution? Human resources

Share of academicslafi youngerlhan 35 (20f6)

M¡n {31 Max (s9)
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Proporlion ofcurrent expenditure spent on stafi (2015)

Min {41) Max (8e)

Rato of academic staf to studenl ¡n higher educalion institu[ons (20f ô)

M¡n (0.021 Max {o.13}
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Non-academ¡calafi per l00academicstafi (20f 5)

Mln (36)

Norwây (71)
Max (u3l

Bottomquart¡le Median Top quart¡lê

Note: T},e indicators represented in this chat are a subset ofthe indicators presented in Table 12.1. The
coloured circle represents Norway's position in the OECD distlibution. The circle is not coloured when data
are available for less than half of the OECD countries (the minimum number of countries with available data
is l4). For more information on methodological issues and metadata, see OECD (2019p) and the references
cited therein. Follow the Statlink fo download the data underlying the calculation ofthe scôrecard.
Source: Adapted from OECD (2019121), Benchmarking Higher Education System Perþrmance,
https://doi.ore/l 0. I 787lbe55 I 4d7-en.

Srafl-ínk "ìæp hups ://doi.ore/ I 0. I 7871888933943 I 5 3

Norway has been successful in attracting younger talent to academia

The academic staff structure in Norway is well defined and includes professors, associate
professors, docents, lecturers, postdoctoral fellows and doctorate research fellows
(OECD, 2019¡z). Norway had a relatively high proportion of academic staff younger than
35 in 2016, which, at 30o/o, was in the top quartile of OECD countries and higher than in
many neighbouring countries (Figure 12.4).

This may reflect the relatively stable funding environment for R&D in Norway and the
success of recent policy initiatives. For example, the Research Council of Norway has
been trying to make an academic career more attractive to young talent, incltding
initiatives promoting interest in science among young people (e.g. the Sciencé
Knowledge Project for children (Nysgjerrigper) and the proscientia project) (OECD,
2019¡z).

The high share of younger academic staff may also be partly related to the fact that, in
Norway, doctoral candidates are classified as academic staff, which is not always the case

BENCHMARKING HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE O OECD 2OI 9
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Norway

Finland

Sweden

Figure 12.2. Share ofhigher education expenditure, by source (2015)

I Government a lnternat¡onal ¡Household EotherPrivate

o/o

Source'. OECD (2018r¿t), OECD Education Statistícs,http://dx.doi.ord10'1787/edu-data-en'

s;te¿tLi n k *-{ trttPs:¡l¿oi.o¡e/l 0

There is a strong emphasis on research and development in the funding model

Gross domestic expenditure on research and development (GERD) was 2%o of Norway's

GDP in 2016, slightly above the OECD median level, and increased from 2007 levels

when GERD was around l.6Yo of GDP. Norway, along with many other European

countries, has committed to further increase GERD to 3Yo of GDP by 2030 (Norwegian

Ministry for Education and Research, 2015p¡)'

Higher education expenditure on research and development (HERD) made up about one-

itriiJ áf totuf expenditure on research and development activities.in Norway in 2016' with

the remainder allocated to the two other main R&D sectors (public research institutes and

the business enterprise sector). The level of HERD as a proportion of GDP in Norway

(0.7%)is in the top quartile oi OECO countries, and is similar to the proportions of GDP

invested in neighbouring Nordic countries'

In addition, Norway allocated over 40%o of higher education expenditure per student on

R&D activities in 2015, which \ilas one of the higher shares of allocation within the

OECD (in the top quartiíe). Key recent investments include the creation of 500 new fully

i*¿"¿ efrO po.itiónr U.ü."í2015 and 2018 (Norwegian Ministry for Education and

Research, ZOiSpl), and a commitment to greatly expand capital investment through the

Norwegián nesåarch Infrastructures Roadmap (OECD, 2019 1z)'

I 2.2.2. Hwmøn resources

Figure 12.3 provides a detailed overview of Norway's position in the OECD distribution

on th. t"o."tard indicators related to human resources'
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Higher education expenditure per student was approximately USD 21 000 in 2015, which
was one of the highest among OECD countries. This can be partly explained by Norway's
relatively wealtþ position, with one of the highest GDÞ per câpita amóng oróo
countries, which allows for greater investment in higher education. This resource-rich
environment creates opportunities for higher education institutions to be able to invest
more in improving their activities. Norway maintained the high rate of investment per
student in the years after the economic crisis. Education expenditure per student has bôen
stable for the past decade, increasing in total by 2% between 200g and 2015, a rcte
slightly below the median increase acrõss the oECD over the same period.

The relatively high level of higher education expenditure per studenl may also be
theexplained by

the quartiletop

govemment s strong commitment to higher education. The
on

of OECD countries. Indeed, orwayN 1S one of the
2015, placing it in
few countries that

appoints a minister to specifically focus on higher education and research3 (Norwegian
Ministry of Education and Research, 2018¡31).

The governmentfinances almost all expenditure on higher education

Virtually all (96%) of the financial resources for higher education in Norway came from
the government in 2015, the highest share among OECD countries. Household
expenditure on higher education was USD 800 in 2015,inthe bottom quartile and one of
the lowest levels in OECD countries. Students enrolled in public institutions pay no
tuition fees.a In addition, public loans and grants are availablê in order to help siuáents
cover their living expenses. The average amount of public expenditure ôn grants,
scholarships and loans per student in Norway was nearly Ùso z qoô in 2015, whiõh was
the second highest among OECD countries. Of this amount, aboutT}Yowas spent on the
student loan system (usD 5 600) while the remainder was spent on grants and
scholarships (USD 2 300).

All students admitted to accredited higher education programmes are eligible to receive a
'basic support' package, which amounts to up to NoK ilo ooo p.. y.ui for a maximum
of eight years (except for exceptional circumstances, see (OECD,'20l9tzt)). The basic
support is a loan; however, part of it can be converted into a grant for students who live
away from their parents and complete their programme within ihe expected time.

The Norwegian higher education system receives almost no support from other non-
household private entities (Figure 12.2). ln 2015, the share of funâing from other private
entities was the lowest among OECD countries (0.2%), considerably ãifferent from some
other Nordic countries, e.g. Finland (3.4%) and Sweden (10.5%).
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Figure 12.1. Where does Norway stand in the OECD distribution? Financial resources
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Note: Tle indicators represented in this chart are a subset ofthe indicators presented in Table 12.1. The

coloured circle represenis Norway's position in the OECD distribution. The circle is not coloured when data

are available for lèss than half of the OECD countries (the minimum number of countries with available data

ir l¿). po. more information on methodological issues and metadata, see OECD (2019p1) and the references

citediherein. Follow the Statlink to download the data underlying the calculation ofthe scorecard.

source.. Adapted from OECD (2019¡fi, Benchmarking Hígher Education system Perþrmance,

https://doi.orq/1 0.1 787ibe55 1 4d7-en.

statl-ínk .*øp https ://doi.ore/ I 0' 1 787188893 3943 1 I 5

Expenditure per student is one of the highest among OECD countries

Norway spent l.7o/o of its GDP on higher education institutions in 2015, placing it in the

top quãrtiie of OECD countries. This is a similar proportion to other_Nordic countries (i.e.

pånàark, Finland and Sweden), which as a group tend to devote relatively high levels of
expenditure to social services.
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12.2. Financial and human resources

Highlights

a

a Norway devotes considerable financial resources to higher education. Higher
education expenditure per student in Norway was one of the highest among
OECD countries in 2015. The relatively wealthy economy and a strong
commitment to higher education has enabled Norway to invest greatly in higher
education over the last decade.

Based on the beliefthat higher education provides substantial public benefits, the
government finances most of higher education expenditure, and the burden on

studying at public institutions pay no tuition fees and have access to public grants,
scholarships and loans, allowing all eligible students to access higher education.

r Norway also prioritises research and development (R&D) activities at a national
level. Both gross domestic expenditure on research and development (GERD) and
higher education expenditure on research and development (HERD) have
increased over the past decade. Norway plans to increase investment further in the
coming decade.

¡ Nearly one-third of academic staff was younger than 35 in Norway in 2016, in the
top quartile of OECD countries. The share of academic staff older than 60 was
l6Yo,which was higher than the median of OECD countries.

o The share of women among academic staff in Norway was 46%o in 2016, slightly
above the median of OECD countries. However, the share of women academic
staff in the age group younger than 35 was below the median.

. Academic staff in public institutions are employed as civil servants in most cases.
They earned USD 61 000 annually on average in 2014, slightly more than the
OECD median and the national average salary.

¡ Over two-thirds of academic staff with teaching duties (teaching staff) had a
permanent contract in2016, the second highest share among the four jurisdictions
participating in the benchmarking exercise. However, less than one-quarter of
young teaching staffhad a permanent contract.

I 2.2. 1. Financiøl reso urces

On the portion of the scorecard related to financial resources, Norway appears in the top
quartile on many of the indicators, demonstrating the relatively high levels of resources
invested in higher education compared to many other OECD countries. Figure 12.1 shows
a more detailed view of the financial resources indicators for Norway presented in the
scorecard (Table 12. l).
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recent long-term plan heavily emphasises initiatives that aim to improve the quality of
teaching and learning in higher education, reflecting the growing focus internationally
on the need to ensure high quality learning experiences for students in higher
education.

12.1.3. Norway's higher education scorecard

Table 12.1 shows a summary of the relative position of Norway within OECD
countries according to a set of 45 indicators spanning the resourcing, education,
research and engagement functions of higher education, in a scorecard format where
each box relates to one of the quartiles of the OECD distribution. These indicators are
drawn from the compilation of evidence in the synthesis of the OECD

on prolect, which Norway
participated during 2017 -2018.

As can be seen in the scorecard, Norway has one of the best-resourced higher
education systems in the OECD, and performs highly in general in the education,
research and engagement missions, according to the indicators presented. Particular
strengths include the levels of expenditure per student, including fìnancial support
directly to students for grants and scholarships, for which the levels in Norway arè in
the top quartile of OECD countries. Norway also spends more on higher education
research and development than most OECD countries, and has one of the highest
proportions ofacademic staffyoungerthan 35, indicating successful policies to attract
young researchers.

The scorecard also demonstrates the strength of employment prospects for higher
education graduates in Norway. Employment rates for graduates with a master's
degree are among the highest in the OECD. However, the relative retums on higher
education are lower than in many other OECD countries, with an employment
premium below the OECD median level, and one of the lowest differences in earnings
between those who have and do not have a higher education qualification. This cãn
reduce the incentives for students to enter and complete higher education programmes,
and while today Norway benefits one of the most educated populations in the OECD,
the scenario exercise presented in Section 12.5 suggests that this could possibly
change in the future if recent trends in both Norway and the OECD as à whole
continue.

The portion of the scorecard related to research and engagement shows that while
Norway has one of the lowest levels of investment in basic research in the OECD, it is
a leader in many other areas, including scientific production, attracting international
talent and making scientific research publicly available for wider societal benefit.

BENCHMARKING HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE @ OECD 2OI9
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12.1. Higher education performance in Norway

12.1.1. Introduction

This country note draws on the evidence base of the oECD Benchmarking Higher

Education öystem Performance project to review the performance of the higher

education ,yit.- in Norway. Its purpose is to assist Norway in taking stock of where

it stands in relation to other OECD member countries on different aspects of higher

education and to provide input into future national policy planning processes.

This stocktaking exercise is supported in this note in two ways' First, a scorecard of 45

indicarors is prãsented, which irigruigntt Norway's position *itfT the OECD. This

scorecard draws on thé evidence-compiled during the benchmarking exercise and is

otgunit"O into three domains: financiai and human resources; education; and research

unã .ngug.-ent. The first sections of this note contain a brief discussion of the

Norweiia:n higher education system's position within these three domains.

The final section of the note contains a policy scenario exercise. Topics chosen for

scenarios in the benchmarking country notes are issues that appear to present

irnp"rtunt policy challenges foi ¡urisdictions and are likely to persist for the near

futur". a,rsumpiion choicãs used for the scenarios take into account recent trends in

ñor*uv and across the OECD. Following the presentation of the scenarios, a set of

policy ãptions are examined that could bè feasible responses to the challenges under

äir.*.ión and consideration is given to how successful action might orient the system

towards the achievement of more positive scenarios'

12.1.2. Conturt and structure of higher educution in Norway

Norway is one of the most developed OECD countries, with one of highest rates. of

cop p"r capita and one of the lowest levels of government debt. This means that

Norwåy has'been able to maintain spending on higher education in the years following

the economic crisis. Employment tàtes ate relatively high' and Norway is one of the

more egalitarian countriôs in the OECD, with income inequality among the lowest in

OECD countries.

Because of this favourable context, students in Norway are well supported and there

are high levels of investment in the education systems at all levels. In total, more than

275000 students in Ñorway are enrolled in higher education programmes'l H-re!9r

education is offered in universities (universitet), university colleges (høgskole)'

,p..iàlir.¿ university institutions (vitenskapelig høgskole)and private institutions. In

råcent decades, the iystem has moved from a previously binary structure to a more

unita.y system, and the system has been consolidated through a series of institutional

mergás,'whicir aim to änhance efficiency and competitiveness while maintaining

geographic coverage (OECD' 20 I 8¡r¡).

In Norway, higher education is considered a public good, encouraging economic

ãevelopmðnt añd fostering inclusiveness and equality in society. Based on this beliei

tt e gouernment finances most of higher education expenditure. There are many

putnñuyt into the higher education system in Norway for potential students of all ages

änO Uaókrounds, arid there is a generous system ols_lydent financial support with a

low burdãn on households compared to most other OECD countries.

Higher education policy is regularly reviewed and updated in Norway, and long-term

pla:ns for education anâ reseãrch are issued approximately every 4 years' The most

BENCHMARKINGHIGHEREDUCATIoNSYSTEMPERI.oRMANCE@OECD2019
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Notes

I The statistics for the Netherlands on R&D and education expenditure report the intended

allocation of funding, rather than the actual spending by institutions' The statistical reporting

conventions differ by country (see chapter 3 of OECD (20l9rrl))'

2 Household expenditure on higher education institutions includes tuition fees, other fees charged

for educational services t"g.;;-gitt."tion fees and laboratory fees) and fees paid to institutions for

lodging, meals and ott erìáfarã services. However, the amåunt of other (non-tuition) fees is small

.etuiiuãio tuition fees in the Netherlands'

3 It should be noted that the ETER data on which this indicator is based exclude funding for the

cenrres of Expertise, "rg;;i;;; 
urro"lut"¿.*ith.uAS and devoted to stimulating cooperation

with private and public partners in research and tralnlng'

a according to calculations from national administrative data

5 Based on a random sample of 100 000 documents in the Elsevier Scopus database'

6It should be noted that in the Netherlands, external candidates are excluded from the calculation

of entry rates, which causes an underestimate of the true entry rate given the relatively large

proportions of external 
"ãnãi¿u,", 

in these jurisdictions. See (chapter 6 of (6ECD, 20l9rrl)

? Based on oECD analysis of a random sample of 100 000 documents in the Elsevier scopus

database. See Chapter 7 of (OECD, 2019¡r1)'

8 These consist of the 13 research universities, the Open University of the Netherlands and four

,-uli.., more specialised institutes for theological or humanistic study'

e This proportion was computed based on the background questionnaire.of the OECD Survey of

Adult Skills (PIAAC) ;il; data file for the Neiherlands' Data includes masteL's graduates in

universities.
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Commission , 2019rszt) or individual agïeements between institutions. If UAS could play a
role in doctoral education, they could also seek ways to promote joint supervision
affangements for master's and doctoral students with institutions in othér countiies, such
as tlrrough the cotutelle model in use in some European countries, including Norway.
Intemational partnerships can also enhance regional co-operation, which is an important
part of the UAS mission in the Netherlanãs. For exämple, Êstonia is working to
strengthen links with neighbouring countries by offering higher education programmJs ofjoint regional interest (see the Estonia country note).

Box 11.6. cotutelle arrangements as a means of internationalisation

Cotutelle is an agreement on joint supervision of the doctoral degree level. Such
agreements can be reached between the two co-operating institutions, tñe phD candidate
and the candidate's supervisors. A cotutelle agreement ãust always be reached on the
individual level, but institutional agreements cán also be made on cotutelte co-operation.
The candidate receives a diploma from each of the institutions.

cotutelle agreements across national boundaries are possible in many OECD
jurisdictions, including Australia, France, Norway and Switzerland. Joint súpervision
agreements can act as a vehicle to promote a greater international profile for insiitutions,
enhance brain circulation and increase the numbers of doctoral graduates with lesi
commitment of resources from any one institution.
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while master,s programmes exist in uAS, they are relatively rare compared to the

university sector. Master's programmes comprise 13% ofprogrammes offered at uAS,

while 63% of all program*Ës oîrer"¿ in universities are at the master's level (Netherlands

Association or universities of applied Sciences (vH) and Association of universities in

The Netherlan¿s 1VSNU), 20lSt;;. This may imply a greater role for UAS in providing

tnurt"r,, prog.urnà., in ítt"n tuiã, given theþroportionof overallenrolments in master's

programmes in general in the Neihãrlands, whiôtr is lower than the OECD average and

rnutty futopean countries (Chapter 2 of (OECD, 2019rrl))'

Moreover, the majority of master's programmes in the Netherlands are only available in

English, and the government is cãmmitted to ensuring that every gladuat: AT,:
baJheloi's level programme should have access to at least one master's programme ln

their field of study in Dutch in the future. Further encouraging and developing capacity in

uAS (where progru*ln", remain primarily taughl in outch). to offer a wider range of

appropriate master's p;;l;;¿; càuld lead to aã increase in demand for studies in UAS'

Similarly, a general increase in demand, as foreseen in the default "base case" scenario'

could also boost the ã..""¿ and the numbers of the population eligible for doctoral

training. The Netherlandr upp"uo to have a lower capacity to produce doctoral graduates

"".p"i.¿ 
to many ottt"r OÉðo countries (see Section 4), and cunently, responsibility for

doctoral education li"r 
""rv 

*ith the uniìersities. The rationale for restricting graduate

progruÀ1¡., to only one sóctor in the Netherlands could be reviewed in light of current

p.uõtlt.t in the Netherlands and otherjurisdictions'

Demand is high across Europe for doctoral education that is industry-focused (European

Commission ,20l7pgtl. in. Ñ.tn.¡unds has already demonstrated an ability to introduce

frùtriy diffeientiatôd're.earch activities in the UAS sector through the creation of the

lector position and the establishment of Centres of Expertise for- practice-based research

id"p* 6 of (oECó,-ãOrqu,)1. In the _furure, 
the Netherlands could build on these

achievements and use' t-hem'äs a vehicle to create mechanisms for more advanced

pr""li""+"r.¿ g.uoráì" progruÀ,n.r to be canied out in UAS under strict conditions

i;;h "r 
having"a suitablå stãff profile), or give UAS a greater role in providing doctoral

òducation, as iJthe case in Germany (Box 1l '4)'

Building capacity for a wider range of gladuate programmes could also promote greater

internationalisation oirt. UAS i..tot.-th. lo* lJvel of intemationalisation has been

previouslyindicatedbyUAsstud?lts.ï,oneoftheleastsatisffingaspectsoftheir
äducation experience (Studiekeuze I 23, 20 1 8po1)'

Intemationalisation can be promoted in uAS in many innovative ways, other than by

switching progrurnrn., .o-pl.t"ly to the English medium of instruction' The concept of
.,intemationalisation ã ¡o*." hås gained sãme policy attention in the Netherlands in

recent years, and implies offering a more intemâtionàl orientation to higher education

beyond increasing tf'ränumt"ts of"intemational students' This can be achieved by creating

a more internationalrt-i"6*a curriculum, offering a section.of a study progtamme. in

another language, or enrolling in online courses inã foreign higher education institution

(Beelen and Jones, 2015Prl).

Internationalisation in uAS could also be encouraged by creating new partnerships with

institutions in other 
"àuntti.. 

through the joint ptouition of programmes' thus improving

the circulation of international stuãents. International partnerships between institutions

are becoming in.r.Ñngiy 
"o,,'.onplace, 

either in ihe framework of supranational

piogru*rn", 
"rur¡ * i¡" Erasmui Mundus joint master's initiative (European
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